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About this book

The Corner Shot is the world's first practical, 
workable, operationally-proven around-the-
corner firearm system.

It was designed primarily to provide effective 
protection to the user.

This book presents a visual summary of its 
capabilities, accomplishments and 
advantages.



Corner Shot
Saving Lives

A Visual Overview



Typical Scenario

Around-the-Corner Observation & Employment

User has total visual command over relevant target area while 
remaining safebehind cover



CORNER SHOT

The Corner Shot is a high-tech weapon system enabling military, law 

enforcement and security operators to effectively observe and engage targets 

from "around the corner" or behind cover without exposing any part of the 

operator's body.

The Corner Shot consists of a jointed two-part system:

a forward section housing the assault weapon, camera and other special 

features,

and the frame, containing all of the operating features and controls.

The Corner Shot system was designed and built around the standard assault rifle 

configuration so as to enable simple, convenient operation in line with familiar 

combat drills and standard firearms handling procedures.



Typical Scenario

 Around-the-Corner Observation
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Secured Entry Following Visual Scan

In mopping-up operations, the Corner Shot system enables operators to scan 
spaces visually before actually exposing themselves.



Rappelling Scenario

Operators have a complete view of target room and can 
effectively engage the targets inside, but cannot be engaged 
by the occupants



Rappelling Scenario

Operators prepare to enter target room, all the while 
maintaining visual contact with the occupants with the option 
of engaging at any moment

Rappelling Scenario

Both operators scan room from the outside. Occupants are 
effectively sighted but have nothing to shoot at.



Rappelling Scenario

Operator scans room to identify hostiles apart from innocents, 
still remaining outside occupants' line of sight
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Rappelling Scenario

Operators enter target room, executing a 360-degree scan



Typical Scenario

Prone Position with Bipod - Long-Term Stability

The Corner Shot does not require any changes in standard operating 
procedures
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Tactical Scenario

Vertical / Overhead Employment

The Corner Shot is the only weapon system capable of 
engaging targets accurately and effectively using vertical 
employment - over obstacles, into enclosed spaces, etc.

Additionally, video image is transmitted to backpack screen, enabling other 
team members to share target information



Applications

Military Employment - Urban Terrain



Tactical Scenario

Target Fully In Sight - Operator Fully Protected

Tactical Scenario

Corner Shot Leads Tactical Team

Used as an observation system, Corner Shot provides a real-
time video image of the target area, shared by entire team



CSM HANDGUN MODIFIED



CSM HANDGUN MODIFIED LEFT/RIGHT 



CS 40 GRENADE LAUNCHER  



CS ASSAULT RIFLE CONFIGURATION 



CS - AK - AK-47/74 VERSION



CS PAINTBALL NON-LETHAL SOLUTION



On-Going Development

Designs Currently Under Development

CS MICRO COMPACT VERSION

CSM UNDERCOVER

Kitty Cat Camouflage Pack

 A tactical deception kit providing that critical 10-second advantage



scorp

Scorpion - Corner Shot Extension Pole

Providing an extension of up to 3 meters with full observation 
& engagement capabilities



Product Brochure - CSM Version



Product Brochure  - CS 40 Grenade Launcher Version



Product Advertisement Poster



Silenced Version



Law Enforcement Scenario

SWAT Team Operation

Safe observation with engagement option



International Users

USA

International Users

South Africa



International Users

USA

International Users

Latin America



International Users

Eastern Europe

International Users

Europe



International Users

Europe

International Users

Africa



Operationally Proven 

Proven Operationally 

Since the introduction of the Corner Shot system, we have been receiving 

tremendous feedback from military and law enforcement users worldwide.

Corner Shot weapon systems have been employed successfully in numerous 

real world operations  around the globe.



Media Coverage





Media Coverage



Media Coverage



Guinness World Records 2007

By kind permission



User Feedback



User Feedback



Tactical Scenario

Commanding Field of Fire from Behind Cover
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Corner Shot (Israel) Ltd.
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